
NETT Warrior, PEO Soldier Acquisition Updates To Be Delivered At
North America's Soldier Systems And Marine Modernization
Conference
Nett Warrior owned by PEO Soldier is a soldier system designed for combat leaders to deliver unrivalled soldier Situational Awareness to the
soldier. The main goal is to enable quicker and better decisions in theatre.

With advanced navigation, SA, and information sharing capabilities, leaders are able to avoid fratricide and are more effective and more lethal
in the execution of their combat missions.

Incorporating enhanced navigation, better situational awareness and sharing of data, the risk of fratricide is reduced and more lethal and
successful missions are possible.

Nett Warrior is focussed on situational awareness and not only shows a leader's location on a digital map image but other soldiers and leaders
are referenced on a digital display. Secure networks are used and enables one Nett Warrior to exchange information connecting the
dismounted soldier to the network.

Nett Warrior uses a system-of-systems approach and integrates capabilities while lightening the Soldier’s combat load.

Col Wil Riggins, Project Manager, Soldier Warrior, PEO Soldier, US Army will update on developments including re-investment in Nett Warrior
and other major procurement activity at Soldier Technology 2012.

About Soldier Technology:

Soldier Technology is the annual gathering of senior soldier and marine system modernization leaders inCrystalCity,Arlingtonwhere decisions
about future capabilities for the small unit and squad take shape. It is the only place where over 550 government and industry program
managers meet and learn from Pentagon, Army, Marine Corps and industry leadership about soldier system modernization requirements and
business opportunities to unburden, connect, train and protect ever more lethal small units and squads. There is no better forum to monitor
activity across the full spectrum of US and international soldier and marine systems acquisition programs than Soldier Technology.

For more information about Soldier Technology visit www.soldiertechnologyus.com  or email soldiertechnology@wbr.co.uk

 

 


